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“Wider trends in the food market, such as consumers’
appetite for emerging cuisines, have impacted usage of
condiments/dressings. While this has hit sales of dish-

specific sauces, NPD in mayonnaise inspired by hot and
spicy flavours has re-energised the segment.”

– Alyson Parkes, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Dish-specific sauces need new usage occasions as traditional dishes lose favour
• Ethical credentials can provide a point of difference for condiments and dressings
• Fermented condiments could provide much-needed boost for pickles segment

Total sales of table sauces, pickles, chutneys and relishes grew over 2012-17. This, however, masks
variations across different categories, with only half of segments seeing value sales increase. The
growth of own-label condiments/dressings contributed to this by ramping up pressure on brands and
driving values down.

Volume sales for the largest segment – thick table sauces – have been hit by wider trends in the
overall food market. Customers actively reducing their consumption of key carrier products, such as
processed meat, has curbed usage of ketchup and brown sauce in particular.

Interest in emerging cuisines has proved a double-edged sword for the market. Sales of dish-specific
sauces have continued on a downward trajectory, however, NPD (New Product Development) in
mayonnaise inspired by hot and spicy flavours has provided a boost for the segment. Pairing
suggestions for dish-specific sauces outside their traditional accompaniments offer a means to re-
engage consumers.
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Figure 19: UK average rainfall (mm), by season, 2013-17

Inflation fuels price rises; consumer incomes squeezed

Sales of Heinz Tomato Ketchup flat, while Hellmann’s mayonnaise falls

Own-label grows presence in table sauces and pickles, chutneys and relishes

Table sauces lead 2017 launches

Flavour innovation in mayonnaise and ketchup launches

Heinz launches [Seriously] Good Sauces; Hellmann’s unveils ketchup range

Unilever is the highest-spending advertiser

Sales of Heinz Tomato Ketchup flat, Hellmann’s mayonnaise falls
Figure 20: Leading brands’ sales and shares in the UK retail table sauces market, by value, 2015/16 and 2016/17
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Hellmann’s unveils honey-sweetened and red & green ketchups
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Figure 26: Recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure on condiments and dressings, by
category, 2014-17

Unilever is the highest-spending advertiser
Figure 27: Recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure on condiments and dressings, by
highest-spending advertisers, 2014-17

Hellmann’s promotes its values

Hellmann’s forges partnership with delivery start-up

Blockbuster-inspired adverts for Colman’s mint sauce

Kraft Heinz 50% less sugar tomato ketchup joins other variants in television debut
Figure 28: Recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure on condiments and dressings, by 10
highest-spending brands, 2014-17

“Please the Cheese” campaign from Branston Pickle

Branston’s unconventional partnerships aim to entice younger audiences

Sarson’s enlists Jimmy Doherty to help promote its vinegar
Figure 29: Recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on condiments and dressings, by media
type, 2014-17

Tabasco launches annual Hot Chef Competition

Encona encourages consumers to cook from scratch

Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Brand attitudes: Heinz is seen as the most innovative brand
Figure 32: Attitudes, by brand, December 2017

Brand personality: Branston is widely seen as accessible, with a strong fun image
Figure 33: Brand personality – Macro image, December 2017

Hellmann’s has the most indulgent image
Figure 34: Brand personality – Micro image, December 2017
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Heinz is the most positively viewed brand
Figure 35: User profile of Heinz, December 2017

Hellmann’s is seen as the most indulgent brand
Figure 36: User profile of Hellmann’s, December 2017

Branston is highly recommended with a strong fun image
Figure 37: User profile of Branston, December 2017

Men are key users of HP, with high levels of commitment
Figure 38: User profile of HP, December 2017

Colman’s is the most authentic brand with a strong traditional image
Figure 39: User profile of Colman’s, December 2017

Kikkoman has the lowest awareness but enjoys frequent usage
Figure 40: User profile of Kikkoman, December 2017

Usage of condiments and dressings is almost universal

Younger age groups eat hot/spicy sauces; over-55s drive dish-specific sauce usage

Two thirds use condiments/dressings in a variety of ways

Sizeable interest in fermented condiments

Wider availability of free-from condiments appeals to four in 10

Major brands are the most closely associated with positive attributes

Pairing suggestions outside traditional dishes spark interest

Usage of condiments and dressings is almost universal

Thick table sauces lead

Women are key users of salad condiments and dressings
Figure 41: Usage of condiments and dressings, by type, October 2017

Younger age groups eat hot/spicy sauces

Over-55s drive usage of dish-specific sauces

Families have the widest repertoires of condiments/dressings
Figure 42: Repertoire of condiments and dressings eaten/used in the last 3 months, October 2017

Two thirds use condiments/dressings in a variety of ways
Figure 43: Behaviours related to condiments and dressings, October 2017

Lack of familiarity is a key challenge for unusual table sauces

Premium condiments are commonly used with everyday meals

Sizeable interest in fermented condiments

Many users forget how long condiments have been open for
Figure 44: Condiments and dressings – CHAID – Tree output, October 2017

The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Usage of Condiments and Dressings

Behaviours Related to Condiments and Dressings

Attitudes towards Condiments and Dressings
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Methodology
Figure 45: Attitudes towards condiments and dressings, October 2017

Wider availability of free-from condiments appeals to four in 10
Figure 46: Share of new products in the UK condiments and dressings market carrying an L/N/R allergen claim, 2014-17

Products with ethical credentials appeal to over a third
Figure 47: New product launches in the UK condiments and dressings market, by ethical claim, 2014-17

Major brands are the most closely associated with positive attributes
Figure 48: Correspondence analysis, qualities associated with standard and premium own-label and brands in condiments and
dressings, October 2017

Methodology

Premium labels lag behind mainstream brands in most areas

Few associate any condiments/dressings with being artificial or unhealthy
Figure 49: Qualities associated with standard and premium own-label and brands in condiments and dressings, October 2017

Highlighting positive attributes is needed to boost image of standard own-label

Pairing suggestions outside of traditional dishes spark interest
Figure 50: Behaviours related to dish-specific table sauces, October 2017

Half of users would be encouraged to up usage by healthier versions
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Figure 62: Share of recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on condiments and dressings, by 10
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